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SUBJECT: SI vs DI Trade Study Results for STS-50 and Generic EDO Missions (Superheavyweight)
PURPOSE:
AFD has completed the trade study on Standard Insertion (SI) vs Direct Insertion (DI) for STS-50. RSOC
Range Safety has developed acceptable DI targets from 130 n.mi. to 150 n.mi. and the corresponding
performance assessment for these targets using STS-50 data has been completed. This mission has
sufficient performance capability to perform this mission as a Di to 160 n.mi. A reduced OMS load
corresponding to a DI mission is required for this option. The increase in altitude over ',heAFP baseline (SI
to 145 n.mi.) is highly desirable for this mission. The or!enlation on orbit for the orbiter/USML-1 payload
is such that orbital decay is maximized (maximum frontal cross-sectional area with vehicle normal to
velocity vector). Increasing the operational altitude reduces the amount of vernier thruster firings
necessary to maintain a constant gravity gradient. The results of this trade study can also be applied to
other superheavyweight missions (EDO flights) and will allow for use of the DI technique for lower orbital
altitudes, thereby eliminating the SI option for due east,low a|titude missions. STSOC transmittal form
no. 330-330-130, which documents the technical issues and assumptions used for this trade study effort
indetail, should be referenced for further information.
The main reason that a DI is desired for STS-50 and other superheavyweight flights (low altitude) is that
ESMC range safety has expressed reservations about SI missions in general. The concern is that the
current SI design underspeed exposes Africa and Madagascar to potential ET debris impact. In the past
range safety has waived the requirement that these areas be protected in the event of an engine failure.
With the advent of the pre-MECO OMS dump, the viability of Ol, and the high casualty expectations from the
ACTA press to MECO hazard study, range safety has become more reluctant to approve SI flights. It is felt
that to perform an SI mission there would have to be a large decrease in design underspeed to protect
= =
these landmasses, which would result in possible gaps between a late TAL and PTA. The assumed limit on
a DI has been to altitudes greater than 160 n.mi. It was assumed that for altitudes less than 160 n.mi. the
nominal ET impact envelope would overla_ the Gilbert Islands.
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However, no specific analysis had been performed to validate the assertion that DI to altitudes
lower than 160 n.mi. was not acceptable. For mission planning purposes, DI was baselined for flights
greater than or equal to 160 n.mi., and missions requiring lower altitudes would automatically use SI
(past mission precedents). The generic DI limit of 160 n.mi provided a conservative constraint for
mission planning. The generic D1160 n.mi. MECO target provided adequate ET impact protection for the
Gilbert Islands for all missions regardless ofpropellant residuals. This meant that for missions
with large propellant residuals (=60K) there would be SUfficient clearance for the ET impact ellipse.
For missions with lower amounts of propellant residuals (--6K), the clearance would be even greater.
Page 2 of Attachment 1, the DI MECO target lines, shows this trend.
The analysis performed by RSOC Range Safety showed that acceptable DI targets to altitudes less
than 160 n.mi. do exist. Interpolating between the 6k and 60k residual/worst case guided MECO
constraint lines allowed for shallower MECO flight path angles without impacting any landmasses.
Dropping to the 6K constraint line assumes that any mission baselined for orbit altitudes less than
160 n.mi. would be performance critical. Attachment 1, page 3 shows the derived MECO target line
extensions developed for this study.
MECO target line 1 represents an interpolation between the 60k residual line and the 6K residual
line. The MECO targets from this line resulted in the acceptable ET impact points listed in
Attachment 1, page 4. Page 5 lists the estimated clearance from the Gilbert Islands. These points and
estimated uncertainty envelopes are graphically shown on pages 6-9.
MECO target line 2 is simply a small segment of the 60K residual line. The MECO targets taken from
this line resulted in larger flight path angles at MECO, and corresponding impact locations uprange as
compared to those from MECO target line 1. Page 4 lists the estimated impact points for MECO target
line 2. The impact ellipse clearance from the Gilbert Islands is again listed on page 5 of Attachment
1, and graphically shown on pages 10-11.
The impact ellipse used in this analysis is somewhat more conservative than those used in the
previous analyses (+ 1200 n.mi, uprange/downrange, + 50 n.mi. crossrange). Rupture and breakup
altitudes assumed are consistent with the current ET certification working group recommendations
(285K ft rupture, 214K ft breakup).
The results of this study indicate that based on the simulation data contained in the STS-50 AFP
TDDP, DI to 160 n.mi. is feasible for STS-50 and should be examined in more depth during CFP. The
generic conclusion of this study is that acceptable DI MECO targets to altitudes less than 160 n.mi.
exist for performance critical (low residual) missions. This assumption is met for upcoming
superheavyweight missions (EDO flights) in that the desired orbit altitude is being constrained by
performance limitations. These guidelines provide a basis for superheavyweight mission planning and
allow for elimination of the Sl option for low altitude, due east flights.
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ATTACHMENT 1
. , .- o • .,L ....
STS-50 ET DISPOSAL ASSESSMENT
ASSUMPTIONS





• Maximum ET rupture altitude of 285,200 feet.
• Maximum WCGM flight path angle error is -0.2 deg.- -.,.
o
• Did not include azimuth deviatior_ associated with engines #2 or #3 out.
N.GQ.EGE_R__S.
• Nominal performance to reach selected MECO target.
• Ascent heating enviroment given shallow flight path angle.
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STS-26 APOGEE ALTITUDE = 156.19 nm
BAIS = (160-156.19) = 3.81 nm
V
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